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Providing reliable, well-designed fire alarm

systems for the protection of lives and property

is our area of expertise. Our strength lies in our

understanding of the fire environment, our

competence in interpreting the requirements of

the individual site, and our ability to offer a

complete solution.

With more than 40 years experience, the name

Static Systems Group is synonymous with the

provision of alarm and communication systems

throughout the UK and overseas. And as an

established provider of some of the largest and

most complex fire detection systems currently

installed our ability is second to none.

Differentiated by our Standards

The standards we set ourselves are high, with great

emphasis being placed on equipment quality and

system reliability. In recognition of our competence

in the design, manufacture, installation and

commissioning of fire alarm systems in accordance

with ISO 9001:2000, we are LPS 1014 accredited by

the Loss Prevention Certification Board.  

Listening to our Clients

Our service to our clients starts with a desire to

provide the best possible solution to their fire alarm

needs with an emphasis on delivering best value

rather than lowest price.

Our philosophy is to listen to our clients and to then

bring together all elements of fire detection,

annunciation and control to ensure efficient site-

wide operation with minimum false alarms.

Expert Advice

We pride ourselves on being able to support our

clients with all aspects of a project from practical

advice relating to fire safety issues within a building

in accordance with the Regulatory Reform (Fire

Safety) Order 2005, through to full project

management, system design, manufacture,

installation and after-sales service.

Best Solutions

In order to satisfy client expectations each system

we provide is individually planned by our specialist

fire alarm project teams.

Sophisticated, networked installations with complex

systems of operation such as hospitals, prisons,

historical buildings, educational and commercial

premises are accommodated by our Series 900

product range. Our Series 600 range typically

provides for the protection of smaller schemes

including community hospitals, detention centres,

court houses and shop units.

Both Series 900 and Series 600 panels have been

developed specifically to be 'open protocol'. We

provide intelligent fire detectors developed and

manufactured by Apollo Fire Detectors Limited -

believing these devices to be amongst the most

reliable in service.
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Working in Partnership

We take time to understand the aspirations of our

clients and work with other members of the supply

chain in order to manage our successful completion

of each project on time, on budget and to a high

standard of quality in a safe and environmentally

conscious manner.

Project Management

As part of our service, complex fire alarm

installations are allocated a project manager who is

given responsibility for all aspects of the scheme

from design through to hand-over and post-contract

support. Our project managers are supported by

project engineers, systems planners and drawing

services personnel.

System Design

Recognising our LPS 1014 accreditation, together

with our experience and knowledge of the various

standards, we are able to take on design

responsibility for fire alarm installations, prepare

CAD drawings and offer advice to clients on project

and systems planning.

Manufacture

Our extensive manufacturing facility accommodates

all aspects of our in-house fire alarm development,

equipment assembly and testing.  

Site Services

Our involvement on site is project specific and can

include the services of principal contractor or

specialist sub-contractor - providing full installation,

testing and commissioning as required. With health

and safety issues being given high priority, all of our

site managers and supervisors are qualified to IOSH

safety standards.
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Maintenance

Customer care is as important to us post-contract

as it is during the installation of a system, and with

the stringent and mandatory responsibilities

associated with the protection of life and property in

mind, we offer service and maintenance contracts in

accordance with the requirements of BS 5839 :

2002, Pt 1 : Section 6 (Maintenance).  

We will discuss, in detail, the system to be

maintained and based on a comprehensive risk

assessment we will develop and agree a scope of

works tailored to the individual site to ensure a

responsive and effective aftercare solution. In

addition to priority call-outs, preferential pricing on

spares, and routine preventative maintenance we

also provide on-site training for responsible

personnel and advice on modifications and

alterations to existing systems.

User Training

If required upon completion of a scheme, our fire

teams are available to provide comprehensive

training on the use of individual installed fire

systems to allow a site's own personnel to take

charge of the day-to-day operation of their system

and to carry out modifications without the need to

refer to Static Systems Group.

Training Seminars

A comprehensive range of effective and highly focused

fire safety seminars are available. Focusing on current

industry compliance and legislation or client specific

issues, each seminar is tailored to requirements.

Seminars can be used by delegates to demonstrate

continuing professional development (CPD).

On-going Commitment

As an inherent part of our culture we are

committed to working in co-operation

with other industry specialists to

advance fire alarm technologies and

improve the efficiencies of fire

detection. This, together with a

resolve to remain informed

of changes in fire alarm

regulations and

standards, ensures

our clients

continue to

receive the

best

possible

support.


